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A rarely has the transverse ; occasionally it is indicated by 

a  pendant or a hook on the second leg. The form with 

long upward finishing hook of the first leg suggests the 

open minuscule. B, except in one tablet, has the bow at 

the left of the stem and is generally to be distinguished 

from d by hook left at top. C is regular, except the 

occasional broken-back form. D has, regularly, the two-

stroke form, once, in a numeral, the single-stroke uncial 

form. E is generally the letter of the Pompeian wax 

tablets. Quasi capital and uncial forms are infrequent. F 

has both cursive and capital forms ; some forms have the  

two parallel strokes as in the Pompeian tablets. G has the 

tail in various positions; regularly it seems to form a 

double curve with the curve. The flat cap stroke is very 

frequent but far from universal. H has an angular outline. 

I shows every variety in the position of the finishing 

hooks. The bowed form is peculiar. K has generally the 

curved or hooked stem and more or less rounded angle. L 

tends to round the angle and form a single curved stroke 

running below the line. The two-stroke, rather flourished 

forms are exceptional. M now resembles the angular 

capital, now the Pompeian letter with its short strokes 

(here, however, there are three  instead of four), and 

again, when the short strokes are linked,  a quasi 



minuscule form. N generally has the capital form with 

variously placed transverse. In a few forms this joins the 

second stem in a curve depending from the top of the first 

stem, giving a quasi minuscule form. O shows a great 

variety of carelessly made forms. The two-stroke letter of 

the Pompeian tablets is regular. P has the single and two-

stroke forms frequent in the second century papyri. Q has 

tail either to right or to left. R shows the regular cursive 

form beside the rarer capital and the single-stroke cursive 

letter. S is generally the narrowed double-curve letter. 

Separate cap strokes are occasional. One form is looped 

in ligature. T has generally the hooked stem and the 

straight or slightly curved cap stroke. U shows the single-

stroke and the two-stroke form, the latter sometimes 

closely resembling the minuscule. X occurs with both 

curved and straight arms. Unusual are the ligatures with 

a following letter. Y does not occur. Z has more or less 

rounded angles. 

 

 

 


